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Changes to the Anchovy Assessment 
 
Certain errors in the anchovy catch numbers in Tables 1 and 2 of Cunningham et al. (2007) have recently 
been discovered.  The anchovy assessment has accordingly needed to be recalculated with the corrected 
catch data. 
 
This corrected assessment fits the survey data better.  Unlike for the previous assessment which used 
incorrect catch data, there now appears to be no compelling reason to change the juvenile natural mortality 
from the 0.9 yr-1 used for the 2004 assessment and in testing OMP-04, particularly since estimates of the 
ratios of biases for the acoustic survey abundances [ ]0.1,5.078.0 ∈=AN
A
r kk  and for the proportion of fish of 
age 1 in the November survey 934.0=Apropk  now return to lie within ranges previously deemed acceptable.  
The stock-recruitment curve (Figure 1) and the standard deviation of the residuals about this curve at the 
posterior mode remain similar for the 2004 and 2007 assessments. However the median maximum 
recruitment in the hockey stick stock recruitment curve has increased from 213 billion for the OMP-04 tests 
to 248 billion for the adjusted input to OMP-08 tests, while the median standard deviation of the residuals 
has decreased slightly from 0.883 to 0.861, both of which contribute towards the improved prognoses below 
for anchovy compared to that under OMP-04. 
 
Impact on OMP-08 
 
Hardly any changes are required in the OMP-08 formulae and simulation testing framework.  However, the 
input used to test the OMP from the anchovy assessment has now been adjusted to correspond to the 
corrected assessment. 
 
The same method of adopting a risk threshold for anchovy as used for the earlier versions of OMP-08 has 
been adopted.  This involves securing a leftward movement of the biomass distribution compared to the zero 
catch case similar to that for OMP-04.  Tables 1 and 2 give the ratio of percentiles of these distributions for 
sardine and anchovy for the adjusted OMP-08 compared to the previous version of OMP-08 and OMP-04.  
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The sardine risk threshold was kept unchanged, and the anchovy risk threshold adjusted until the adjusted 
OMP-08 distribution at the corner point of the trade-off curve corresponded as closely as possible to that for 
OMP-04. 
 
The average and median TAC/Bs and average and median catches/bycatches for the corner points of the 
trade-off curves for the previous and the adjusted OMP-08 are given in Table 3.  Note that median bycatches 
are much less than means because the distribution of bycatch is highly skewed, including a small proportion 
of high bycatch when the sardine biomass is very large; in these circumstances high juvenile sardine 
bycatches would be necessary to allow a reasonable catch of anchovy, and do not put the sardine resource at 
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10%ile 0.59 0.51 0.49
20%ile 0.68 0.69 0.68
30%ile 0.69 0.74 0.72
40%ile 0.71 0.75 0.73




10%ile 0.25 0.28 0.31
20%ile 0.37 0.33 0.38
30%ile 0.45 0.42 0.42
40%ile 0.56 0.44 0.44
Median 0.58 0.47 0.51
OMP-08/No-catch (Corner Point)
OMP-04/No-Catch
Table 1. The ratio of the percentiles of the distribution of sardine biomass in 2027 under OMP-08 to a no-
catch scenario at the corner points of the trade-off curves under the proposed previous OMP-08 presented in 
Cunningham and Butterworth (2008) and under the adjusted OMP-08 of this document.  Shaded cells 











Table 2. The ratio of the percentiles of the distribution of anchovy biomass in 2027 under OMP-08 to a no-
catch scenario at the corner points of the trade-off curves under the proposed previous OMP-08 presented in 
Cunningham and Butterworth (2008) and under the adjusted OMP-08 of this document.  Shaded cells 
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Figure 1. The stock recruit relationship for the adjusted base case anchovy assessment with 9.0== Aad
A
j MM . 
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Figure 2. The trade-off curves for OMP-02, OMP-04 the previous proposed OMP-08 (see Cunningham and 
Butterworth 2008) and the adjusted OMP-08 of this document. 
 
 
 
